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ABSTRACT

cording to ITU-R BT.500-12 [6] and the mean opinion scores
(MOSs) are recorded.
Since the subjective quality test is always laborious and
impractical for real-world image processing systems, we further proposed a reduced-reference image quality metric for
contrast-changed images (RIQMC) using entropies and order
statistics of the image histograms. Entropy [7] measures the
average unpredictability of random variables and so we use
image entropy as an indicator of image contents.
Order statistics on histograms have widely been used in
many contrast related image processing tasks. Obviously,
the mean, or the first order statistic of an image, determines
the overall brightness of the image histogram [1]. In the recently proposed optimal contrast-tone mapping (OCTM) algorithm [4], the concept of expected context-free contrast is
defined as a function of variance (second order statistic) of
the histogram. A surface perception model [8] suggests that
there exists connection between human perception of surface
glossiness and skewness (third order statistic). Some recent
work on natural image analysis reveals that kurtosis (fourth
order statistic) captures some intrinsic properties of natural
images [9]. As inspired by the entropy and order statistics
based methods, we design the RIQMC algorithm through linearly combining the entropy and the first four order statistics
of the image histogram. The RIQMC method is compared
with some well-known benchmark full-reference IQA methods such as PSNR, SSIM [10], MS-SSIM [11], IW-SSIM
[12], and MAD [13]. The SSIM algorithm and its classical
improved versions are considered quite relevant here because

It is widely known that, for most natural images, appropriate
contrast enhancement can usually lead to improved subjective quality. Despite of its importance to image processing,
contrast change has largely been overlooked in the current
research of image quality assessment (IQA). To fill this void,
in this paper we first report a new and dedicated contrastchanged image database (CID2013). The CID2013 database
is composed of four hundred contrast-changed images of
fifteen original natural images and the mean opinion scores
(MOSs) recorded from twenty-two inexperienced viewers.
We then proposed a novel reduced-reference image quality
metric for contrast-changed images (RIQMC) using entropies
and order statistics of the image histograms. Experimental results on the CID2013, TID2008, and CSIQ databases
demonstrate that the proposed RIQMC metric outperforms
some mainstream image quality assessment methods.
Index Terms— Contrast-changed image database, mean
opinion score (MOS), image quality assessment (IQA), entropy, order statistics
1. INTRODUCTION
The research of image quality assessment (IQA) aims to develop an image quality metric that is well correlated with the
human subjective scores. Limited by the dependence on subjective quality databases, most of existing IQA research focuses on compression artifacts, noise injection and blurring.
Although contrast enhancement is an active topic in image
processing [1]-[4], contrast as an important feature of image,
has been largely overlooked in the currently research of IQA.
And this may be partially because there lacks of a dedicated
and large IQA database of images with contrast-change.
We introduce in this paper a new contrast-changed image database (CID2013)1 to facilitate the research of contrast
related IQA. The CID2013 database includes four hundred
contrast-changed versions of fifteen natural images chosen
from the Kodak database [5]. Twenty-two inexperienced observers participated the subjective viewing tests designed ac1 CID2013

Fig. 1. The fifteen lossless natural color images in Kodak
image database [5].

database will be open to the public soon.
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Fig. 2. One example of the “parrot” image and its derived contrast-changed images.

Table 1. Subjective test conditions and parameters.

the luminance and contrast similarity components involved in
SSIM is believed to quantify contrast change of images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the CID2013 database. Then, the RIQMC
metric is outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results are reported and analyzed. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section 5.

Method
Evaluation scales
Color depth
Image coder
Subjects
Image resolution
Viewing distance
Room illuminance

2. SUBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT: THE
CID2013 DATABASE

Single-stimulus (SS)
Continuous quality scale from 1 to 5
24-bits/pixel color images
Bitmap
Twenty-two inexperienced viewers
720×576
Three times the image height
Dark

provide their overall perception of quality on a continuous
quality scale from 1 to 5 with the precision up to 1/10000 in
a test conditions specified by ITU-R BT.500-12 [6]. The presentation order of the test images for each observer was randomized according to the standard procedure. The subjective
scores were then computed for each contrast-changed image
after the screening of outliers. Table 1 summarizes the sub-

We first chose fifteen natural images of size 720×576 from
Kodak image database [5], as illustrated in Fig. 1. Then,
a group of more than twenty-five contrast-changed images
are generated for each of the fifteen original images, making
a total number of 400 images. For each group of contrastchanged images, about sixteen are processed by using the two transfer curves shown in Fig. 2. The other eight to twelve
contrast-changed images are produced by mean shifting the
original image X, i.e. positive mean shift (+4X) or negative mean shift (−4X). The shifts 4X have six levels of
[20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120]. The out of bound values in mean
shift are clipped into the range of 0 ∼ 255. To stabilize the
test, we also include one or two original images in each group.
Fig. 2 presents an example of the “parrot” image and its derived contrast-changed images.
Single-stimulus (SS) method was employed in our subjective experiments. Twenty-two inexperienced subjects (15
males and 7 females) were involved. Most of viewers were
college students. We designed an interactive system, as illustrated in Fig. 3, to automatically display the test images and
collect the subjective scores. The viewing distance is fixed
at three times the image height. The subjects were asked to

Fig. 3. Illustration of the interactive system used in our subjective viewing experiments.
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jective test conditions and parameters stated above, and Fig.
4 shows a histogram of MOS scores.

Finally, the last fourth order statistic (kurtosis) of the histogram used in the RIQMC algorithm can be evaluated by
F4 (Y ) = kurtosis(Y )
=

E[(Y − E(Y ))4 ]
− 3.
σ 4 (Y )

(5)

In the second step, we adopt a linear combination to integrate the aforementioned entropies and order statistics as
RIQM C = F1 +µF2 +νF3 +ωF4 +κ[H(Y )−H(X)] (6)
where µ, ν, ω, κ, and α, β, γ in Eq. (2) are model parameters.
All of the parameters are optimized on a training set including 322 images (about 80%) derived from 12 original natural
images in the CID2013 database. The rest 78 images (about
20%) will be used as the test data set.

Fig. 4. Histogram of MOS scores.
3. OBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT: THE
RIQMC METRIC

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed RIQMC algorithm is a two-step method: the evaluation of entropy and order statistics, and their linear combination. We first denote the entropy of an image Y as H(Y ):
H(Y ) = −

255
X

pi (Y ) · log2 pi (Y )

Mappings of the scores of the six image quality metrics, including PSNR, SSIM [10], MS-SSIM [11], IW-SSIM [12],
MAD [13] and the proposed RIQMC, to subjective scores
are achieved through using nonlinear regression with a fourparameter logistic function as suggested by VQEG [16]:

(1)

i=0

q(z) =

where pi (Y ) indicates the probability density of grayscale i in
the image Y . And the entropy of original image X is denoted
as H(X) following the same definition. Then, the first order
statistic or the mean of an image Y is defined as E(Y ). Since
we want to punish images with very large or small means, we
introduce a Gaussian kernel and design the first order statistic
related term as:
F1 (Y ) = α · exp[−(

E(Y ) − β 2
) ]
γ

(2)

F2 (Y ) = σ 2 (y)
(3)

where y is the image histogram computed from Y using
the “imhist” function in MATLAB. According to the neural
mechanism proposed in [8], the on-center and off-center cells
and an accelerating nonlinearity in the human visual system
compute the subband skewness to estimate the perceptual
quality of surface. So, we include the third order statistic
(skewness) in the RIQMC metric that is computed as
F3 (Y ) = skewness(Y )
=

E[(Y − E(Y ))3 ]
.
σ 3 (Y )

3)
1 + exp( −(z−λ
)
λ4

+ λ2

(7)

with z and q(z) being the input score and the mapped score,
respectively. The free parameters λ1 to λ4 are to be determined during the curve fitting process.
Three commonly used performance metrics, Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), Spearman Rank-Order
Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) and Root Mean-Squared
Error (RMSE) as suggested by VQEG [16], are applied
to evaluate the performance of the quality metrics on the
CID2013 database, and contrast related subsets in TID2008
and CSIQ. Table 2 tabulates and compares the detailed results. We can easily find that the proposed reduced-reference
RIQMC method achieves much better results than other fullreference IQA algorithms.
Fig. 5 shows the scatter plots of the MOS versus the proposed RIQMC metric on the CID2013 database. Among the
overall scatter plots, red and blue plots represent the original
natural images and their derived contrast-changed images, respectively. It is interesting to find that some “blue” contrastaltered images has higher quality than the “red” natural images. As expected, the quality of natural images may be improved by contrast-alteration, most likely contrast enhancement.
Eventually, it deserves to clarify that since entropy of
original image is required as prior information, the proposed
RIQMC algorithm is essentially a reduced reference approach. However, it should also be noted that the original

where α, β, γ are model parameters. Besides, as inspired by
the concept of expected contrast in OCTM [4], we define the
second order statistic term for the RIQMC algorithm as:

= E(y2 ) − E(y)2

λ1 − λ2

(4)
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image’s entropy is just a number, which is usually negligible as compared to the image file’s size and can be encoded
precisely with only a few bits in the file headers.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new and dedicated database
(CID2013) to facilitate the research of image quality assessment of contrast-changed images. The CID2013 database
includes four hundred images derived from fifteen original
images and corresponding MOS scores given by twenty-two
Table 2. Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) and Root MeanSquared Error (RMSE) results (after nonlinear regression) of PSNR,
SSIM, MS-SSIM, IW-SSIM, MAD and the proposed RIQMC algorithms on the CID2013 database (400 images), TID2008 subsets
(200 images), and CSIQ subset (116 images), and their directly average results.

Algorithm
PSNR
SSIM
MS-SSIM
IW-SSIM
MAD
RIQMC

Algorithm
PSNR
SSIM
MS-SSIM
IW-SSIM
MAD
RIQMC

CID2013 database (400 images)
PLCC
SROCC
0.6504
0.6649
0.8072
0.8132
0.8494
0.8554
0.8756
0.8632
0.8151
0.8079
0.9080
0.9133

Fig. 5. Scatter plots (after nonlinear regression) of MOS vs.
the proposed RIQMC algorithm on our CID2013 database.
Red and blue plots represent original natural images and their
derived contrast-changed images, respectively.
observers. In addition, a reduced-reference image quality
metric for contrast-changed images (RIQMC) is proposed by
properly combining entropy and order statistics of image histogram. The proposed RIQMC metric only needs very little
reduced-reference information, but outperforms mainstream
full-reference PSNR, SSIM, MS-SSIM, IW-SSIM, and MAD
algorithms on the CID2013 database, and TID2008 and CSIQ
subsets.

RMSE
0.4733
0.3678
0.3289
0.3010
0.3610
0.2611

TID2008 subsets (200 images) [14]
PLCC
SROCC
RMSE
0.4751
0.5207
0.8466
0.5056
0.4890
0.8301
0.6607
0.5877
0.7222
0.6981
0.4503
0.6888
0.3427
0.2828
0.9038
0.7733
0.7316
0.6100

Algorithm
PSNR
SSIM
MS-SSIM
IW-SSIM
MAD
RIQMC

CSIQ subsets (116 images) [15]
PLCC
SROCC
0.8987
0.8621
0.7437
0.7397
0.8956
0.8833
0.9497
0.9539
0.9320
0.9207
0.9593
0.9576

Algorithm
PSNR
SSIM
MS-SSIM
IW-SSIM
MAD
RIQMC

Directly average results
PLCC
SROCC
0.6747
0.6826
0.6855
0.6806
0.8019
0.7755
0.8412
0.7558
0.6966
0.6704
0.8802
0.8675
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0.0749
0.0527
0.0611
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